Ricardo Leal dos Santos

ADVENTURE AND PERFORMANCE
Resolute and fast, bearing an unusual ability to overcome
diﬃculties, Ricardo Leal dos Santos has a quite spread career in
sports, which today makes him one of the top listed Portuguese
drivers. Adventurous by nature, he has raced the Dakar Rally
driving a Quad and also won it competing solo at the wheel of
a car, in a career with barely any accidents or unfinished races.
In his latter Dakar Rally competitions, as part of the MINI oﬃcial
team, Ricardo Leal dos Santos achieved two 7th places, he stood
out with his extraordinary performance and he managed to
take his MINI overloaded with extra fuel and spare parts to the
top of the stage chart, conquering the victory in 2012 Dakar
Rally’s 14th stage.

A VERY EARLY START
He made history when he was made the youngest federated pilot
in Portugal. He launched his career in Karting in 1985, when he raced
side by side with remarkable opponent drivers such as Pedro Lamy,
Manuel Gião and Pedro Couceiro. Up to a quick start, two years later
he is vice-champion in the Portugal Cup Spring Category, repeating
the achievement the following year in the Green Category.

WORLD TITLE IN QUAD
After a considerable interlude, Ricardo Leal dos Santos’s
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title, with victories at the Orient Rally and Pharaohs Rally.

THE OFF ROAD PASSION
In 2004 he decides to switch to cars and in his début on
Vodafone International Baja 1000, driving an old Mitsubishi
Pajero, he managed a remarkable 2nd place in Production
category. With barely any assistance and at the wheel of the
same timeworn car, he crosses the finish line and pulls oﬀ
an excellent 5th place at the Barcelona-Dakar Rally, in the
Production Gasoline category.

HIGH PERFORMANCE SOLO
With sense of originality and irreverence deep-rooted in his
projects, in 2006 he chooses to go solo on the Dakar Rally.
He finished the race, an achievement only seized by eight
drivers before him, and he wins the category, a endeavor he
repeated the following year.

FIRST STAGE VICTORY
Having played a key role in the MINI’s double victory when he
rescued his team mate Nani Roma from a serious hole requiring some diﬃcult maneuvers, Ricardo Leal dos Santos won
the 14th stage and accomplished the 7th place overall – if it
hadn’t been for a sad episode of falling into a quicksand pond
and struggling to get out of it for 2h30, the 4th place would
be secure.

RELIABILITY
With eight finished Dakar Rallies out of nine competed –
80,000 Km of races in 6 years, including a Dakar Rally in Quad
and two solo – without ever quitting or having an accident,
his oﬀ-road career is a worldwide example of reliability and
consistence.

BEST PRIVATE TEAM AT
THE DAKAR RALLY
Racing his own BMW X5 with a co-pilot, his results
are often superior of those achieved by the more
evolved BMW X3 of the oﬃcial team, which got the
attention of the X-raid team. In 20110 Argentina
Chile Dakar Rally he has the best private team and he
becomes a member of the X-raid team driving a
BMW X3.

7TH PLACE IN THE DAKAR
RALLY ON HIS DÉBUT AS A
BMW OFFICIAL DRIVER
In the 2011 Dakar Rally, where he races the major
oﬀ-road race in the world as an oﬃcial pilot for the first
time in his life he manages an overall 7th place, earning

He was a key player in the double win of Stéphane Peterhansel
and Nani Roma at the 2012 Dakar Rally

plenty compliments for his performance and entering
the World’s Oﬀ-Road Elite.

MARKETING AND
THE PLEASURE OF DISCOVERY
Being true to his adventurous spirit early on, he would
later major in Marketing and Management, with
allowed him to develop his career taking profit of the
Oﬀ-road’s exposure and media potentialities for the
brands that support him. Designing bold projects and
producing several media return techniques, Ricardo
Leal dos Santos strives to make a diﬀerence. One of his
most celebrated activities are his exclusive expeditions,
which combine the oﬀ-road adventure in far-out destinies,
luxury and exotic features, creating strong emotional
bonds between the brands and their guests.

RACE RESULTS
2012
7th place in Rali Dakar Argentina-Chile 2011 - MINI
Winner of the 14th stage
2011
7th place in Rali Dakar Argentina-Chile 2011 - BMW X3
2010
1st Private Team in Dakar Argentina-Chile 2010 and 14th in overall standing – BMW X5
2009
76º place Rally Dakar Argentina-Chile – BMW X5
2008
Winner Solo category Transibérico Rally / 7th overall standing
Winner Solo category Dakar Series Rally Europa Central / 26th overall standing
2007
2nd place Solo category Lisboa-Dakar Rally / 70th overall standing - Mitsubishi Pajero
Winner Solo category Baja Portalegre / 4th overall standing
2006
Winner Solo category Lisboa-Dakar Rally / 44th overall standing
Winner Solo category Transibérico Rally / 13th overall standing
2005
5th place T1 Petrol category Barcelona-Dakar Rally / 70th overall standing - Mitsubishi
Winner Oﬀ-road World Cup / Quad
Winner both Faraons and Orient Rallies / Quad
2004
2nd place Baja Vodafone 1000 / T1 Auto category (fist car race)
Winner Por Las Pampas Rally, Argentina / Quad

2003
6th place Paris-Dakar Rally / Quad.
2002
2nd place Master Rally, Rússia / Quad
2000
First Portuguese pilot to participate in the Paris-Dakar Rally, Quad category
1998
Winner U.A.E. Desert Challenge Rally / Quad
1997
Winner Rali Optic 2000 Tunisie / Quad and first quad pilot to ever finish the competition
1995
4th place Oﬀ-road National Championship / Quad
2nd place both Bajas: Nicola 1000 and Caminho das Estrelas
1988
2nd place Portugal’s Cup / Go-kart(Verde category)
Winner both Race Tracks: Vila Real and Porto’s
1987
2nd place Portugal’s Cup / Go-kart (Primavera category)
Winner S. Conrad’s Race Track, Peniche
Figueira da Foz Race Track’s Record, in every single category
1985
Debut in go-karts, as the youngest federated pilot in Portugal
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